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Small bass fishing in the gasconade river is a special management area in Phelps and Pulaski counties still excellent due to the increased habitat available from previous years of flooding. Small bass 12 to 18 inches is more abundant in this section than upstream or downstream area; however, the quality of fish caught has recently increased in these areas.
A large smallmouth perch can be found in boulder and wood lined deep areas of the river under the riffles. Also, don't discount the slow areas of the pools where a lot of baitfish hang out. The use of shad imitations in these areas can be productive. The large bass populations in this section are also excellent and outperform the smallmouth in large pools.
Largemouth bass is 15 inches and over 3 pounds is very common in every pool caught. Fishing pressure for eye glasses is heavy throughout the area for most of the year. However, a larger population of smaller Google-eyes does persist. Anglers fishing on the catfish canal can be expected to catch fish as many as 20 on a regular basis with many large fish
available. The population of the canal som with is still unpaid for this section of the river. The soma canal is constantly found in rootwads associated with a good flow during the day and finding food in pools downstream from these areas at night. Most of the som with limbs. Finally, the Gasconad River has a large number of Redhorse and other suckers. Each
shallow in the Pulaski/Phelps/Maris part of the river has the potential for exceptional concerts in the fall and early winter. Tommy Bench followed a curve path to some of the best smallmouth-bass fishing in the Missouri Ozarks. He had just arranged to turn the stud on the Gasconad River, and he knew there was still much to come. Such is life when you fish
this remote stream of Ozarks swim, known as one of the most curved rivers in the country. There's a spot on this river where you'll cover twenty-five miles of water and be just a few miles from your put in the ground, the bench said as it dipped the paddle into the clear water. It's so crooked that the current doesn't get a chance to get too fast. That's why
Gasconada is not very popular with canoeists and kayakers. It's a fishing river. With its twists, Gasconade has many boulder-strewn pools, swirls, root tutus, and rocky banks that river smallies love. It also has the look of a typical Ozarks float stream. It is narrow and mostly small. If you find a hole, especially near the current, you better fish there. That's where
the little ones will be. I look at three things: current, depth, and structure, Bench said. Bench, 37, who lives in Waynesville, Missouri, will tell you that there are big fish lurking in the shade of that lid. And he caught his share of them. recent, unseasonably warm autumn day. As he guided David Gray and me downstream in his beat up aluminum johnboat, he
threw a small jig bass that he was doing on the brush pile on the edge of the current. Tommy Bench (right) and David Gray paddle to walk through a shallow stretch of the Gasconade River in the Missouri Ozarks. He turned to the position of the boat and let the jig sit at the bottom for a minute. Of course, that's when Smallmouth hit big. The bench retreated
and then watched as the bronze fish shot to the surface and made an acrobatic jump. Smallmouth landed with a loud splash and then made a strong run. But it wasn't long before the bench was a big smallmouth in the net and celebrated its latest success. Posing for photos, he put the fish on a measuring board and said: Twenty inches. It's a trophy,
especially in these Ozark rivers. He let out the fish, and the casting resumed. The bench sometimes stopped to admire the beauty of its surroundings-high bluffs, gurgling riffs, deer at the water's edge in the distance, suckers scattering through clean water in anticipation of the jonbot. Look at this, Bench said in the middle of a four-mile swim from The
Gasconade Hills camp to Hazelgreen Access. We're here over the weekend and we haven't seen another soul. But we've seen a lot of little things. Casting a bench of homemade bass jigs, flukes, and spinnerbaits in shaded pools, we caught and released a number of smallmouths and eye glasses. No, the action wasn't enough to impress on a bench that
usually wins or places high in buddy tournaments on the river. But it was enough to give visitors an idea of why Gasconade has such a good reputation for its fishing. There's no doubt that people underestimate the size of the bass here, Bench said. Many people use small baits and catch only small fish. I will use great baits and big tackles and I will catch big
fish. The biggest smallmouths hang out in prime spots, according to the bench. They are often found in the head and tail of the pools. The bench has been catching Gasconade since he was a kid, starting his own guide service, the Gasconade River Guide, in 2007. I grew up only a quarter of a mile from this river, he said. We used to ride bikes to the river
with only one pole and a pocket of bait. I remember the day I caught a 17-inch smallmouth and thought I had just landed the biggest fish in the river. I've learned since then that there are more than one. I'm catching them. Welcome anglers! If you like Smallmouth Bass fishing you will enjoy the water found on the Big Piney and Gasconade rivers. We can help
you get on the water. Rent a Jon boat, canoe or kayak with us for the next fishing trip on the Big Piney River or Gasconade. We offer fishing on the lower Big Pines and the medium Gasconade Rivers anglers tell us it's the best of two rivers found in the heart of Missouri's Ozarks. We recommend you fish boiling spring, where forty-two million gallons of pure
Ozark water flows from the source into the Gasconad River every day makes fishing here second no. Our most popular fishing is within the 21 mile section of the Gasconade River Gasconade Special Smallmouth Bass Research Area, where the Smallmouth bass caught less than 18 inches should be released immediately unscathed back into the river. Here
are photos of some of our lucky anglers who camped and fished here in a boiling spring ward. Book now the Gasconade River Guide on Facebookissa. Jose Pite yhteytt'k'ytt'j'y'n Gasconade River Guide Facebookissa, kirjaudu sysan tai luo tili. Kiryaoudu sysanLuo uusi tiliGasconade River Guide to Facebookissa. Jose Pite yhteytt'k'ytt'j'y'n Gasconade River
Guide Facebookissa, kirjaudu sysan tai luo tili. Kiryaoudu SisonLuo uusi tiliTykk'Tyt'ttyk'ttyN'yt kaikki �ytä kaikki Great spring for bass flies for the Gasconada River Gasconada is the longest river that flows completely through Missouri, and every mile from it has a smallmouth bass. Gasconade is one of the rivers that seems too good to be true, 250 miles of
river with a good amount of smallmouth bass throughout. A lot of people say it's the best smallmouth bass river in the country, and there's merit in that claim. There are a few other streams in the country with so much water, so much fish, and so much trophy-sized smallmouth.   Head water in the Osage Fork River Gasconad begins in southwestern Missouri
near Springfield. The upper parts of the river are relatively slow and shallow compared to the rest of the river. However, there is a relatively good smallmouth population. This water is flowing its way through the hills and ranches of cattle in particular to rush all the way to the mouth of the Osage Fork River (74 miles below the surface waters), and any float
down it is relatively slow going. However, this part of the river is lightly fished, and keeps the fish, which is relatively unsn nowherey and easy to catch.   Osage Fork in Big Piney The Osage Fork adds a lot of water to Gasconade, and instantly improves fishing. Gasconade is getting honest to the goodness of the river and it's riffs and pools all hold
Smallmouth. The 75-mile section of the river from the estuary of osage Fork at the mouth of the Big Piney is one of the most productive on the river. There is a great mix of quick riffs and deep pools, and any float down this part of the river will produce good rooms and bass sizes. Also, there is wadeable water on several porches, so a fisherman who do not
have access to a boat can still expect decent fishing. Part of the river from Highway Y to Pulaski to Highway D in Phelps County has special rules. In this part, you can only hold one smallmouth bass over 18 inches. This special piece of regulation has the best overall smallmouth fishing on the river, and the special limit shouldn't be the problem you have
since you release these smallmouth anyway, right? Big Piney to Highway 63 Bridge Excellent Fishing Smallmouth continues for 30 miles to Highway 63 Bridge. By this time, Gasconade is a very large, powerful river, and there is enough food to grow a large smallmouth. This water requires great water tactics, and covering a lot of water is an important part of
any fishing strategy on this part of the river. Although the Smallmouth rooms are not as high here as they are above Big Piney, you will find more fish. Highway 63 to the Missouri River below Highway 63 bridge downstream to the Missouri River, Gasconade is becoming steadily larger, slower, and more uncolored. Smallmouth live in this part of the river, but
they are present in relatively small quantities. Most fishermen at the lower Gasconade target largemouth bass, Kentucky bass, cata, and walleye. However, the biggest perch on the river is almost certainly found in this part of the river, so this is a great choice for a trophy hunter. Once again, it is important to cover a lot of water to find the fish. Fishing
Techniques for Smallmouth on the Gasconade River Fishing Techniques at Gasconade are as diverse as different parts of the river. In small river parts over the Big Pines, standard smallmouth tactics rule. It's a very good fly fishing water, and a fly fisherman do very well with bass bugs, stretch marks, and crayfish patterns. Spin fisherman also do well with
crayfish crankbaits, Rapalas, and Mepp's spinners. Under the mouth of Big Pine, almost all fishermen use spinning rods. Spinnerbaits, great crankbaits, and topwaters are popular. In the lower limits, live fishing bait with minnows and crayfish is very popular as well. However you love to fish, Gasconade has excellent smallmouth fishing opportunities. Baits for
Smallmouth Bass on the gasconade of the Rebel Crawdad River, deep diving Spinnerbaits, 3/8 ounces to 1/8 ounce Marabu Giggs (olive, white and black), 1/32 ounce to 1/8 ounce 3 inch green bait tube, Texas Rigged Rooster Tail Spinner 1/24 ounces through 1/8 ounce Rebel Pop-ER Small Jitterbugs Curly Boost Tail Worms, Texas Rigged Nightcrawlers
Minnows and Cras (they work well #4 but you'll have to catch them yourself #10 #4-#10 Clouser Minnow #2 #8 Deer Hair Bass bugs #2-#8 Muddler Min Minnow #2-#8 Deer Hair Bass Bugs #2-#8 Muddler Min #4-#10 #4-#10
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